Early Learning Curriculum

Ready to bring this content-rich, developmentally appropriate curriculum to life in your early learning classroom?

**Teacher Editions & Student and Family Editions**

**TEACHER EDITIONS**
Guide your instruction with up to 5 Teacher Editions, featuring simple-to-use directions that include materials and preparation notes, discussion guides, lesson time stamps, and puppet scripts, as well as built-in previews of corresponding pages from the Student and Family Edition.

**STUDENT AND FAMILY EDITIONS**
Provide students and families with the most engaging leadership learning experience with up to 5 Student and Family Editions, featuring delightful, full-color lesson resources and School-to-Home Connections.

**DIGITAL RESOURCES ON LEADER IN ME ONLINE**
Support learning with lesson slides or access the full library of Early Learning Curriculum resources in a digital format as downloadable PDFs, including complete Teacher Editions and Student and Family Editions, as well as fun online exclusives. To access the digital curriculum resources visit My Classroom > Curriculum > Early Learning on Leader in Me Online.

**VIDEO:** Resources

Watch the Early Learning Curriculum come to life through The 7 Habits of Happy Kids puppets, books, and videos. These resources make the curriculum easy, flexible, and adaptable ... and little leaders love them!

**REFLECTION QUESTIONS:**
How might you use the Leader in Me resources to keep your students engaged in leadership learning throughout the day?
Curriculum Essentials

From streaming media to visual and teaching aids, the Leader in Me Early Learning Curriculum features a pad of resources to engage little leaders.

- **7 Habits of Happy Kids Video series.** With a multiple series available, including the Leaders Around the World and the Take a Break series, students will love learning alongside the Kids of 7 Oaks characters.

- **7 Habits of Happy Kids boxed book set.** Build interest and excitement with picture walks and deepen understanding of leadership concepts with full read-alouds.

- **A Happy Kids puppet set.** Prompt thoughtful discussion with built-in puppet scripts and these fun hand puppets or use the Make-It-Yourself Puppets printable on Leader in Me Online.

- **Classroom posters.** Create a leadership classroom that communicates worth and potential with the 7 Habits of Happy Kids and other poster sets.

INCLUDED:

- **39 original videos** starring the 7 Habits of Happy Kids to prompt reflection and discussion.
- **16 original songs with audio tracks** to help students remember and apply leadership learning.
- **19 downloadable posters** to teach the Habits, emotion regulation, whole-body listening, and other leadership competencies.
- **16 printable card decks** to scaffold emotion recognition, calming strategies, and whole-body breaks.
- **45 School-to-Home Connection resources** to extend student learning beyond the classroom with family activities and discussion questions.
- **180 extension activities,** including:
  - **45 Creative Corner** resources to invite artistic expression of leadership learning through a variety of media.
  - **45 Imaginative Play** resources to unlock the power of imagination with intentional pretend play materials and prompting.
  - **45 Song & Movement** resources to support motor skill and cognitive development with original songs as well as a 7 Habits spin on some of the classics.
  - **45 Literacy & Math Learning** resources to create hands-on opportunities to connect weekly standards with math and literacy skill development.
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